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ABSTRACT 
 

Objectives. To quantify the secondary impacts of the coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-

19) pandemic disruptions to cervical cancer (CC) screening, stratified by step in the 

screening process and primary test modality, on CC burden. 

 

Setting. United States  

 

Methods. We conducted a comparative model-based analysis using three independent 

NCI Cancer Intervention and Surveillance Modeling Network (CISNET)-cervical models 

to quantify the impact of eight alternative Covid-19-related screening disruption 

scenarios compared to a scenario of no disruptions. Scenarios varied by the duration of 

the disruption (6 or 24 months), steps in the screening process being disrupted (primary 

screening, surveillance, colposcopy, excisional treatment), and primary screening 

modality (cytology alone or cytology plus HPV “cotesting”). 

 

Results. The models consistently showed that Covid-19-related disruptions yield small 

net increases in CC cases by 2027, which are greater for women previously screened 

with cytology compared with cotesting. When disruptions affected all four steps in the 

screening process under cytology-based screening, there were an additional 5-7 and 

38-45 cases per 1 million screened for 6- and 24-month disruptions, respectively. In 

contrast, under cotesting, there were additional 4-5 and 35-45 cases per 1 million 

screened for 6- and 24-month disruptions, respectively. The majority (58-79%) of the 

projected increases in cases under cotesting were due to disruptions to surveillance, 

colposcopies or excisional treatment, rather than to primary screening.  
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Conclusions. Women in need of surveillance, colposcopies or excisional treatment, or 

whose last primary screen did not involve HPV testing, may comprise priority groups for 

reintroductions. 
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In the U.S., an estimated 13,800 women will develop cervical cancer (CC) and over 4,290 will 

die from CC in 2020 (1). The natural history of CC is amendable to screening, which aims to 

detect the presence of high-grade precancers that can be treated before progressing to cancer 

or to detect invasive cancer earlier. Secondary impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on 

preventive health care, such as CC screening, are largely unknown. Certain provider networks 

in the United States have reported 80% reductions in screening rates during periods of 

disruption (2), which is similar to other areas of the US (3). Sustained disruptions may contribute 

to poor outcomes for individuals unable to access usual care. COVID-19-related disruptions to 

the screening process may not only delay an individual’s primary screening test, but also 

interrupt the downstream processes for individuals who have already been identified as 

moderate or high-risk and in need of surveillance, diagnostic testing, or even treatment to 

remove precancerous lesions. Even before empirical data become available, models can 

quantify health consequences of alternative screening disruption scenarios and isolate complex 

interactions of the screening pathway. Using three CC models from the Cancer Intervention and 

Surveillance Modeling Network (CISNET) consortium (https://cisnet.cancer.gov/), we quantified 

potential CC screening-related impacts of alternative COVID-19-related care disruptions, 

stratified by primary screening modality, duration of disruption, and by step in the screening 

process (i.e., primary screening, surveillance, colposcopy, precancer treatment).  

 

We used three CISNET-Cervical microsimulation models to project changes in expected 

number of CC cases between 2020 and 2027 (inclusive) under eight alternative COVID-19-

related screening disruption scenarios, compared to a scenario of no COVID-19-related 

disruptions (Supplementary Table 1). As the primary screening modality varies in the U.S., we 

explored the impact of screening delays in the context of primary cytology (i.e., Pap smear only) 

with and without switching to primary cytology and high-risk human papillomavirus (HPV) 

“cotesting” at age 30 years. Model outcomes included the short-term number of CC cases 

https://cisnet.cancer.gov/
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(2019-2027) per one million women aged 21-84 years-old screened. CCs were age-

standardized using United Nations US female population projections for 2019-2027 (4).  

The Harvard, MISCAN-Cervix and Policy1-Cervix CISNET models, which have been described 

in multiple comparative modeling analyses (5, 6), differ with respect to the type and number of 

health states, HPV genotype categorizations, histological cancer types, model cycle length and 

data sources used to parameterize the model prior to fitting to the U.S. setting. Common U.S. 

model inputs include hysterectomy rates, all-cause mortality, and CC survival (5). The models 

were calibrated to HPV and cervical disease outcomes in the U.S., achieving good-fit to 

empirical targets (5, 6). 

 

We compared a scenario without COVID-19-related disruptions to eight alternative COVID-19-

related disruption scenarios that varied by the duration of the disruption and step in the 

screening process being disrupted: primary screening only; primary screening and surveillance; 

primary screening, surveillance and colposcopy visits; or primary screening, surveillance, 

colposcopy visits and excisional treatments (Supplementary Table 1). We assumed all delays 

experienced a 100% temporary loss in attendance, but the screening process resumed 

following the delay. Women aged 21-65 years were screened using either cytology alone or 

switched to cotesting at age 30 years. Screen-positive women were managed according to 

guidelines (7). Scenarios were simulated in the context of historical HPV vaccination (6) 

coverage and Kaiser Permanente Northern California screening practice patterns 

(Supplementary Table 1) (8) .  

 

Compared with a scenario without COVID-19 disruptions, all three models projected consistent 

decreases in the number of detected CC cases during the estimated 6-month or 24-month 

COVID-19-disruption period, and an increase in the number of CC cases following the 

disruption (Figure 1). Projected disruptions yielded greater net increases in cases for cytology-
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based compared with cotesting-based screening, for 24-month disruptions compared with 6-

month disruptions, and when all screening process steps were disrupted compared with only 

primary screening. By 2027, disruptions for all screening process steps under cytology-based 

screening were projected to increase the number of CC cases by 5-7 and 38-45 cases per 1 

million screened-women under 6- and 24-month disruptions, respectively (Supplementary 

Figure 1). Compared with cytology, delays in cotesting resulted in fewer additional cases, 

particularly those cases stemming from disruptions to the primary screening step rather than 

downstream screening steps. Most (58-79%) of the projected increases in CC cases under 

cotesting were due to disruptions to ongoing surveillance, colposcopies or excisional treatment, 

although these additional cases stemmed from approximately 25-30% of women being 

disrupted (Supplementary Table 2).  

 

We consistently found that temporary suspensions in the CC screening pathway may potentially 

result in temporal shifts in cancer detection, and yield small net increases in cancer burden 

between 2020 and 2027. Our results suggest that prioritizing reintroduction of services for 

women needing surveillance, colposcopy or excisional treatment - a relatively small number of 

women compared with women in need of primary screening - could avert a large proportion of 

the additional cases. Risk-based prioritization also offers the most efficient reintroduction 

strategy in a care setting with constrained capacity. We also showed that the increases in 

cancer risk are impacted less by disruptions to primary cotesting compared with cytology alone. 

Due to the high negative predictive value of a single HPV test (9), this finding likely extends to 

screening with primary HPV testing alone; thus, prioritizing women whose last screen did not 

involve HPV testing may also help mitigate impacts. This comparative model-based analysis is, 

to our knowledge, the first to demonstrate the potential secondary COVID-19 impacts on 

cervical cancer, a slow-growing and preventable cancer, in the United States; although there 
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are recent model-based projections for COVID-19 disruptions on breast and colorectal cancers 

(10).  

 

Although each model provided a single-projection point estimate, by using three independent 

models, we captured a range of parameter and structural uncertainties. Differences across 

model projections are primarily due to differences in natural history assumptions (5), and several 

structural assumptions that consolidate the multi-step screening process. For example, the 

variations by year for MISCAN-Cervix are more pronounced after a disruption period due to 

model structural assumptions about when a cervical cancer is counted. However, despite these 

differences, cumulatively over time, the net results between the three models are similar (results 

not shown). 

 

Importantly, our analysis did not quantify the number of women (and family members) who 

might acquire COVID-19 as a result of screening-related visits, so we are not able to capture the 

tradeoffs between CC and COVID-19 risk. However, it is important to understand the impacts of 

different durations of COVID-19 disruptions and the relevant groups to prioritize once 

reintroductions begin. We also assumed that all screening services resumed immediately 

following the disruption period. While this assumption was not realistic, we are able to more 

precisely quantify the health consequences of the period of delay without conflating the 

uncertainties of more nuanced reintroductions of services. The timing and scope of 

reintroductions may vary by U.S. state/local mandates, policies, and capacity based on COVID-

19-related protocols. For women who lost insurance and are unable to access care, or for 

women who may avoid care due to fear of COVID-19, the disruptions may continue. Our 

projections provide benchmarks for setting-specific calculations. The ‘COVID-19 and Cancer 

Global Modelling Consortium’ (https://ccgmc.org) aims to aid more nuanced cancer screening 

https://ccgmc.org/
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decision-making due to the COVID-19 pandemic, including use of real-world data on the 

magnitude and length of disruptions when those data become available.  

 

Our independent models consistently predicted that prioritizing reintroduction of services for 

women in need of surveillance, colposcopies or excisional treatment, as well as women whose 

last primary screen did not involve HPV testing, may mitigate the potential small secondary 

impacts of COVID-19 on CC. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Projected impact of COVID-19-related disruptions to different steps in the cervical 

cancer screening process on the number of cervical cancer cases per 1 million screened 

women aged 21-84 years over time in the context of primary cytology-based screening 

(stapled lines) or cotest-based screening (solid lines) for three CISNET-Cervical disease 

simulation models. COVID-19-related disruptions varied by the duration of the disruption, (6 

months (top panels) or 24 months (bottom panels)) and step(s) in the screening process the 

disruption(s) impacted: i) primary screening only (PRM), ii) primary screening and surveillance 

(PRM/SUR), iii) primary screening, surveillance and colposcopy visits (PRM/SUR/COL), or iv) 

primary screening, surveillance, colposcopy visits and excisional treatments (PRM/SUR/COL/TX). 

Women aged 21-65 years were screened using cytology with or without an option to switch to 

cytology and HPV “cotesting” starting at age 30 years. See Supplementary Table 1 for alternative 

COVID-19-related scenarios and assumptions. Projected 2020 baseline rates per 1 million women in 

the absence of COVID-19 for Harvard: 79 (cytology) and 26 (cotesting); Policy1-Cervix: 43 (cytology) 

and 28 (cotesting); MISCAN-Cervix: 48 (cytology) and 37 (cotesting). Note: MISCAN-Cervix 

simulated disruptions to the primary screening only scenario, while the Harvard and Policy1-Cervix 

models projected outcomes for disruptions across the multi-step screening process. 

 


